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Throughout this note D denotes a commutative integral domain with 1 and with 
quotient field K. 
Let F(D) denote the set of non-zero fractional ideals of D. The function 
A e-, (A-’ )-* = A, from F(D) into F(D) is a *-operation called the v-operation. It is 
well known, cf. e.g., [3, $532 and 341, that for A, BE F(D): 
(i) If A is principal, then A V = A and (A@, = A B, . 
(ii) A c A, and A C, B implies A, c BV. 
(iii) (A,), = A,. 
An ideal A E F(D) is called a v-ideal if /l = A, and A is a v-ideal offinite type if 
A = B, where B is a finitely generated ideal. In particular A-’ is a v-ideal. An 
integral dcmain D is said to be a Prtifer v-Multiplication domain (PVMD) if the set 
-U;D) of v-ideals of finite type of D is a group under the v-multiplication: (AB), = 
(A, B), = (A,B,). Or equivalently D is a PVMD if and only if for each finitely 
generated fractional ideal A, A-’ is a v-ideal of finite type and (AA-’ )v = D. 
Further, for X an indeterminate over D and for f(X) E D[X] - (0) let A, denote 
the fractional ideal generated by the coefficients off. The aim of this note is :.o show 
that an integrally closed integral domain D is a PVMD if and only if for any two 
polynomials f(X), g(X) E D[X] - (0) with (Af), c (A&, there exist two polynomials 
h(X) and k(X) in D[X] such that f(X)h(X) = g(X)k(X) with (Ah);, = D. We use this 
characterization of PVMD’s to improve Theorem 3.4 of [7] to the followinif result. 
Let D be integrally closed, X an indeterminate over D and S = (j’~ D[X] 1 
Q+& = D) . Then D is a PVMD if and only if for every prime P of D[.Y] with 
Pf7 D = (0), Pn S # 0. We also complete Theorem 3.1 of [6] by showing that an 
integrally closed D is a PVMD if and only if D[X]s is a Bezout (or Prufer) domain: 
where S is as defined above. These results are proved to provide simple and more 
direct answers to questions raised in Remark 3.4 of [B]. 
Let X denote an indeterminate over D throughout. We call J g E K[Er] conjugates 
of each other if (A,-& = D. 
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Lemma 1. An integrally closed D is a PMVD if and only if every non-zero poly- 
nomial f(X) E K[X] has a conjugate. 
Pmof. The proof follows from the facts that if D is integrally closed and if 
f, ge K[X] - {0}, then (A& = (AfAg), (cf. [8, Lemma I]) and that every non-zero 
finitely generated fractional ideal of D can be regarded as the content of a 
polynomial over K[X]. Moreover if D is a PVMD. it is easy to verify that for 
f(X) E K[X], if g(X) is a conjugate of f(X), then AT * = (A&. 
Lemma 2. An integral domain D is a PVMD if and only if for any two finitely 
generated integral ideals A, B with A, c B,, there exists a finitely generated integral 
ideal C such that A, = (BC), . 
Proof. Suppose that the given conditions hold. To show that D is a PVMD it is suf- 
ficient to show that for every finitely generated integral ideal A there exists a finitely 
generated HE F(D) such that (AH), = D. Now for x E A we have xD G A and so we 
have a finitely generated A’ such that xD= (AA’), or D = (AA’/x), and we have 
H= A’/X. 
Conversely if D is a PVMD and A, B are finitely generated integral ideals such 
that A, C, B, j then (B(B-‘A)), =A,. Now B-IA ED and B-’ is a v-ideal of finite 
type, i.e., B-’ = TV where T is finitely generated. So that C= TA is the required 
finitely generated integral ideal. 
Proposition 3. An integrally closed D is a PVMD if and only if for any two 
polynomials f; g E D[X] - (0} such that (AJ), c (A,), there exist two polynomials 
h, k E D[X] such that f(X)h(X) = g(X)k(X) with (A& = D. 
Proof. Let D be a PVMD, let f,g~ D[X] - (0) and let g’ be a conjugate of g. Then 
fg’E D[X]. This is because 
(A,& = (A,A,), = ($-(A,+,), = (A,A,’ )V c De 
Now consider fgg’. Then since fg’E D[X] we have k E D[Xl such that fgg’=gk. 
Putting h =gg’ we have the result. 
Conversely let for all cf;g~ D[X] - (0) with (AS), c (A,), there be h, k ED[XI 
with fh =gk and (Ah)” = D. Then as D is integrally closed, we conclude that for all 
finitely generated integral ideals A, B with A, c B, there is a finitely generated in- 
tegral ideal C with A,, = (BC), and Lemma 2 applies. 
roposition 4. Les D be an integrally closed integral domain, let X be an indeter- 
minate over D and let S= (f(X) E D[X] 1 (Af),= D). Then D is a PVMD if and 
only if for any prime ideal P of D[X] with P(7 D = (0) we have PII S+0. 
roof. Let D be a PWMD and iet P be a prime ideal of D[X] with PfI D = (0). Then 
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PK[X] =f(X)K[X] for an irreducible polynomial J(X) over K[X]. But then as D 
is integrally closed 
(cf.[8,LemmaI]).NowasDisaPVMD,~~’=(bo,bl,...,b,,),andg=C:’_,,b,X’is 
a conjugate of 6 But then the prime ideal P=PK[X] nD[X] =f(X)K[X] fUI[X] = 
f(X)Aj’ (X] contains fg for which (Af,), = D. 
Conversely if D is integrally closed and if for every prime ideal P with Pfl D = (0) 
we have Pns#B, we show that every ~E-D[X] - (0) has a conjugate. For this we 
consider three cases: 
(a) when f(X)O[X] extends to a prime in K[X], 
(b) when f(X)D[X] extends to a prime power in K[X], 
(c) when f(X)D[X] extends to a product of primes in K[X]; 
and of course it is sufficient to consider non-constant polynomials. 
(a) We have f(X)K[X] nD[X] = P a prime ideal with PfW= (0) and so bv the _ 
condition, PfU#0. But as D is integrally closed 
P=~(x)K[x] no[x] =f(X)~j~~x]. 
Now as P intersects S there exists g E A?’ [X] such that (A& = D. That is f has a 
conjugate. 
(b) Let f be such that JK[X] = (fi)“K[X] where fiK[X] is a prime ideaal. Then 
if fi K[X] no[X] = P, Q =f(X)K[X] nD[X] is a P-primary ideal and of course Q 
intersects S if and only if P intersects S. Consequently Q=fK[X] ftD[X] = 
f(X)Aj’[X] i n ersects t S; which means that f has a conjugate. 
(c) Let f be such that 
(because AK[X], i = 1,2, . . . , r are comaximal), and so 
Now as each (h)‘%[X] nIIJ[X] intersects S, so does their intersection. Hence 
JIK[X] nO[X] =fAj’[X] intersects S, which means that f has a conjugate. 
NOW that every JED[X] - (0) has a conjugate we conclude that D is a PV’UD. 
Remark 5. Proposition 4 improves Theorem 3.4 or” [7] in the sense that the 
hypothesis has been weakened considerably. 
For our next result we need some more terminoloy. A fractional ideal .il is said 
to be a t-ideal if for all finitely generated B i; A, B, c A. A prime t-ideal can be 
defined in an obvious way. A maximal t-ideal is an integral ideal maximal ‘bj9.r. t . 
being a t-ideal and is a prime ideal. Let sa, b be any two elements of D with 
(a) : (b) 0. A prime ideal P which is minimal over (a) : (6) is called an associated 
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prime of D. According to [9] an associated prime is a t-ideal. According to (I], 1 
l? = 0 Dp where P ranges over the associated primes of D. Let F= (Di}i be a i 
family of overrings (rings between D and K). F is said to define D if D = r\ Q. A 
defining family {I&} of D induces, on F(D), a *-operation by A ,+ n A& Finally 
recall from [3, g34], that for any *-operation A* CA,. So that if A*=D, then ’ 
A,=D. 
Lemma 6. Let A be an integral ideal of D. If A, #D, then A is contained in at least j 
one associated prime of D. Moreover if A is finite&y generated, then A, = D if and ’ 
on/y if A is not contained in any of the associated primes. 
Proof. As noted above { Dp 1 P is an associated prime} is a defining family of D. 
Thus if A,#D, then A*=n AD+D which means that A is contained in at least 
one of the associated primes. Now let A be finitely generated and A, = D. If A is 
contained in any of the associated primes P, then as P is a t-ideal A, c P, a con- 
tradiction and so A must not be contained in any associated prime. Conversely if : 
A is contained in no associated primes of D, then A* = n A&= D and hence i 
A,=D. 
i 
, t 
’ Lemma 7. Let D be a PVMD, X an indeterminate over D. If P is a prime ideal of 
D[X] wifh PrTD = (0), then P is Q maximal t-ideal of D[X]. 
Proof. Every prime ideal of the hypothesis is a rank one prime and so by the defini- 
tion is an associated prime ideal and hence a t-ideal. According to [l] the associated 
primes P of D[X] are of the following two types: 
(i) P with PnD = (0). 
(ii) P with PnD=p#(O) in which case P=p[X] where p is an associated prime 
of D. 
Now let P be as given in the hypothesis. Suppose that P is not a maximal t-ideal 
and let M be a prime idea1 properly containing P. Then as PK[X] is maximal 
n/lnD# (0). Further as D is a PVMD there exists, by Proposition 4, f E: P such that 
(Af), = D. Now czonsider (f, a) G M where 0 #a E Mn D. Here, because (Af)” = D, f 
does not belong to any of the associate primes of type (ii). On the other hand a does 
not belong to any of the associated primes of type (i). So (La) is not contained in 
any of the associated primes of D[X]. But then by Lemma 6, (J a)“= D. so P is a 
t-ideal such that there is no prime t-ideal properly containing it; which indeed means 
that P is a maximal t-ideal. 
This lemma leads us to another important lemma. 
emma 8. Let D be a PVMD and X be an indeterminate over D. IfM is a maximal 
t-ideal of D[X] with Mn D =p + (0), then M =p[X] where p is a prime t-ideal of D. 
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Proof. Suppose that M is a maxima1 t-ideal of O[XJ with MnD=P+(O) but 
M?p[X]. Let JEM-p[X]. Then there exists a minimal prime ~1 of f. Being 
minimal over (f), m is associated and we claim that m nD = (0). For if not, then 
(mnD)[X] cp[X] and so ~(X)EP[X], a contradiction. But if mnD=(O), then nz 
is a maximal t-ideal.. . , a contradiction. Whence it follows that M=p[X]. 
The proof of Lemma 8 indicates that it can be stated and proved for prime t-ideals 
as well. We note that according to [7], D is a PVMD if and only if for every prime 
t-ideal P, LIP is a valuation domain. Also according to [7], if D is a PVMD, then 
a prime ideal P is a t-ideal if and only if Dp is a valuation domain. Moreover, as 
noted in [7], a PVMD D is a (P)-domain i.e. for every associated prime P, Dp is a 
valuation domain. Thus if D is a PVMD, a prime ideal P in D is a t-ideal if and 
only if the set of associated primes contained in P is linearly ordered. 
Lemma 9. Let D be a PMVD and let P be a prime ideal in D. If P is not a t-ideal, 
then there exists a finitely generated ideal A G P such that A, = D. 
Proof. If P is not a t-ideal, then there are at least two associated Iprimes p ;and 
q contained in P such that peq and qep. Let xq - q and _Y E q -p. Then 
(x) : (y) + (y) : (x) C_ P. But as 
(X):(Y)+(Y):(X)=((X)+(Y)) 
w n (Y)) 
= (4 Y&3 YY' 
XY 
we have ((x) : (I) + (y) : (x)), = D. Since each of (x) : (y) and (y) : (x) is a +ideal of 
finite type we can find a finitely generaLed ideal A c (x) : (Y) + ( y) : (x) such that 
A,=D. 
Lemma 10. Let D be a PVMD, X an indeterminate over D and let 
S = ( f E D[X] 1 (As), = D). If P is a prime ideal of D[X] such that P is not a t-ideal, 
then PTrS#0. 
Proof. Clearly if P is not a t-ideal, then PnD=p#(O). Now if P>p[X], rhen 
according to the proof of Lemma 8, PfIS#O. If P=p[X], then we claim that p is 
not a t-ideal. For if p is a t-ideal, thcl as D is a PVMD, DIX],[xl is a vaiualtion 
domain and from this it is easy to shol\v that p [X] = P is a t-ideal (cf. [S] for a direct 
approach). Now if p is not a t-ideal, then according to Lemma 9 there is a finitely 
generated A C_ p such that A, - D. Nolw it is easy to construct a polynomial . faith 
(A$, = D. 
Theorem 11. Let D be integrally closed, X an indeterminate over D and let 
S = (f E D[X] 1 (Af)” = D}. Then D is a PVMD if and only if D[X]s is a Wifer 
domain. 
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Proof. Let E) be a PVMD and let P be a maximal ideal of T=D[X]s. Then by i 
Lemmas 8 and 10, PfJD[X] =p[X] where p=PnD is a t-ideal. But as D is a 1 
PVMD, Dp is a valuation domain and as p[X] I??? = 0, Tp= TpIxlr = DIX],Ixl = , 
O,(X) the trivial extension of Dp to K(X). Thus if D is a PVMD, then for every i 
maximal ideal P of T=DIXls, Tp is a valuation domain. This makes D[X], a i 
Prufer domain. I 
Conversely let D be integrally closed and let X and S be as defined in the 
hypothesis. We note that if P is a t-ideal of D, then P[X] ns = 0. So that if 
T=DIXls is a Priifer domain, then for every maximal t-ideal P Tp[*IT is a valua- 
tion. But as P[X] nS = 0, TRXIT = DIXlpIxl. From this it is easy to conclude that 
Dp is a valuation doamin. Thus for every maximal t-ideal P of D, Dp is a valuation 
domain and this is a sufficient condition for D to be a PVMD (cf. 141). 
A valuation overring of D is called essential if it is a quotient ring of D. Further, 
D is called essential if it has a defining family of essential valuation overrings. 
If D is essential with a defining family {Dp,) of valuation domains, then the 
*-operation induced by {Dp,) may be called a w-operation. This operation is 
e.a.b. (cf. [3, $321) and so the set 
is a Bezout domain. This is called the Kronecker function ring of D with respect o 
w. According to 44.13 of [3], if D is essential, then for every finitely generated i eal 
A of D, A, =A, where w is induced by a defining family of essential valuation 
domains. Thus we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 12. Let D be essenial and let w be 
famiiy, of D, consis;inR of essential valuation 
a *-operation 
overrings of 
induced 
D. Then 
bu a defining 
Moreover D” 2 D[X]s and the equality holds if and only if D is a WMD. 
Proof. That Dw 2 D[X], Is obvious. Now the equality holds if and only if for every 
f/g E Dw, f/g = k/h where (Ah)” = D. But by Proposition 3 this holds if and only if 
D is a PVMD. 
Coroby 13. Let D be integrally closed, X an indeterminate over D and let 
S = (f E D[XJ 1 (A& = D). Then the following are equivalent: 
(I) D[XJs is Prtifer. 
(2) D is a PVMD. 
(3) D[X], is Bezout. 
emark 14. In [6] Huckaba and Papick ask the following questions: 
Q(I). If for every associated prime P of D, Dp is a valuation domain is D[XJs a 
Priifer domain? 
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Q(2). If D[X]s is a Prufer (Bezout) domain, are the prime ideals of D[X],s ex- 
tended from D? 
Q(3). If D[X]s is a Prufer domain, is it a Bezout domain? 
We answer these questions one by one. 
(1). The answer is “No” because the domains in question are (P)-domains and 
according to [73 a (&domain is not necessarily a PVMD. Yet D[X], is a IPrufer 
domain if and only if D is a PVMD. 
(2). The answer is “Yes” for D integrally closed; because if D[X], is a Prufer 
(Bezout) domain, then D is a PVMD and if D is a PVMD, then by Lemma 10 every 
prime ideal of D[X]s is extended from a t-ideal of D[X] where, by Lemma 8, 
P=p[X] whelre p is a t-ideal of R. 
(3). The answer follows from Corollary 13 right away. 
Remark 15. The results of this note can be used to simplify the proofs of results in 
[2]. Corollary 13 seems to be a better alternative of Theorem 2.5 of [2]. 
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